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[NEWS]

 

A pop trip in the heart of Maison Renoma
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Until March 2024, join us at 129 bis rue de la Pompe 75116 Paris for a pop trip in the heart of Maison

Renoma. 

Vintage clothing, iconic fashion pieces from the Maison, and furniture made unique by the

phantasmagorical imagery of Maurice Renoma...experience an immersion into the timeless universe of

Renoma. 

 
 

[NEWS]

 
A new pop exhibition is in the works:

stay tuned! 
 

Cristobal, the pop icon created by Maurice Renoma is back and ready for a new adventure.

 

 
It's now the turn of the Aquarium of Paris to welcome this joyful and quirky ecological icon created by

Maurice Renoma. Scenography, artworks, video installations, playful and educational paths, and other

surprises await you in March.

https://www.instagram.com/p/C2w4WgAMGTl/
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Stay tuned for more exciting updates in the coming days! 

 
 

[Fashion]
 

The "Inspirations" series: a tribute
to pop culture
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Focus on the paintings and jackets from the "Inspirations" series, through which Maurice Renoma pays

tribute to the artists who frequented his Maison, a true factory where fashion and arts blurred their

boundaries since its opening in 1963. Friends, clients, sources of inspiration: among them, Salvador

Dali, Pablo Picasso, and Andy Warhol particularly shaped the life and history of the young creator

Maurice Renoma at the beginning of his career. 

The "Inspirations" jackets are still available at the Renoma shop. 

 
 

[VINTAGE]

 
The Renoma pop tartan coat
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According to the old saying published in the 1970s Journal des Pieds Nickelés : "If you think you’re not

wrapped up warmly enough in this Renoma coat, then it’s not a clothes seller you need, but a portable

central heating fitter!"

This beautiful woolen and checkered coat with typical flashy colors of the pop era that Maurice Renoma

has worn a lot is to be seen and seen again at the Appart during a pop trip in the heart of Maison

Renoma. 
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Shop / Souplex

129bis rue de la Pompe, 75116 Paris
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Appart Renoma
129bis rue de la Pompe, 75116 Paris

access through the shop

mauricerenoma.com
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